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About This Game

Top Down Farter includes two complete mini games:

Stinky Sam
(Traditional Farter - reverse fire)

Space zombies have invaded earth. Enter our hero, Stinky Sam, with his rotten magical beans. Chances for earth's survival? Not
good. But the chances for fartified zombies? Excellent!

Diaper Dan
(Fan Farter - forward fire)

Dream zombies have invaded Diaper Dan's bedroom. But even the imaginary undead are no match for Diaper Dan and his
deadly fart fan. Use the fart fan to mow down those zombies.

Welcome to the Fart Dome. Abandon all smell ye who enter.
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Great game more people need to buy this it's like an old school arcade game. With a modern flavor.. I would love to co-op this
with someone.. Great, relaxing game. Exercises the mind and addicting!. This game is great i enjoy the hell out of it the only
issue is they need to add more maps like hellscape so many secrets and hidden places way more fun then just playing tag on
other maps like yule.. This game doesn't need reviews, it needs a statue.. Damn, do they expect me to call my doctor?
Didn't even show correct answers!. Really fun game if u wanna just sit there and play and have a laugh with your friends this is
the game for you
. I hate this game.
There's no real challenge to it. It's not a puzzle game.. This is a great riff on the space arcadey shooter genre. The gameplay is solid
and quite difficult (but I'm not very talented either). The cool variation that sets this apart is the fact that you can trick out your ship
with assorted shields, drones, weapons and decoys. You progress through a campaign where you'll need to consider your build out
for the enemy you'll face. Recommended.
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Pretty decent.

- The soundtrack is awesome.
- It needs more content, I'm selling all equipment and farming ambushes to lvl up.
- Started playing on epic from lvl one with the mage and you can lock almost any mob with normal attacks.. This game has a lot
of potential, but there are a lot of bugs that make it unplayable and frustrating. If they ever get around to fixing things, it might
be worth it.. This game is great, I really enjoy making strange creations, such as a Riding Lawn mower with a huge V8 on the
front, and a browing machine gun.. I got this for 25% off, and after playing I think that's the correct price point, but I don't
think you'll be disappointed at full price either.

The bullet time feature made the game for me. I have no reflexes to speak of, and hitting spacebar gives me plenty of time to
assess the situation and hopefully make the right moves.

There are a lot of moves to make as you juggle speed, lane changes, weapon cooldowns, abilities, etc. Again, the bullet time (+
hotkeys) gives you time to think, and the decisions aren't that complicated. The missions have you do varied stuff to complete
them (of course they all feature cars blowing up).

The game has crashed on me a couple times, so there's that.

So if you're old like me and want an action-y, explody, shooty game where you have time to decide what to do,, this is it.. This
collection is very entertaining if you play it as a straight time management game. However, if your goal is to "Gold Star" every
level then this game becomes a challenging time management\/puzzle hybrid. About a quarter of the way through each title
(using Farm Frenzy 1 as an example) you realize that speed and accurate clicking alone isn't enough to earn the top prize. You
also need to figure out what to buy, what to sell and when it's best to do each action, sometimes forcing you to make decisions
that go against what appears to be the natural choice.. It have some bugs ( not too much serious) but it's still a good game. Very
fun! GJ Hiker!. this good game yees. The game... the game is ridicuolusly difficult, some of the cuts are evn impossble to cut,
and don't even get me started on the colours.
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